The 14th Week - Agriculture Landscape Course - GIAHS Discussion

Bachelor - Supporting Course Class - Non Landscape Architecture

Day/Date: Wednesday/27 November 2019

Time: 07:00 - 08:40

Venue: Amphitheatre - Academic Event Plaza - IPB Darmaga Campus

Additional Material of the 13th Week: GIAHS Indonesian Mapping, Click Here Please

Supporting Videos:

1. GIAHS - Video English/ French Spanish

2. INTERVIEW Food security for millions of family farmers

3. JAPAN: NOTO’S SATOYAMA AND SATOUMI An introduction
4. GAFSA OASES  Human Eden

5.  China: Rice-fish culture, generating ecological, economic and social benefits

6. China:  Rice-Fish Culture Implementation - GIAHS

Related China’s GIAHS videos Click Here, Please

7.  GIAHS Peru - Andean Agriculture

8. Bangladesh:  Floating Gardens

TASK FOR DISCUSSION FORUM:

1. One class is divided to 5 groups.
2. One group consists of c.a. 10 members
3. Each Group choose only one topic of GIAHS: China Rice=Fish-Culture/Japan Satoyama-Satoumi/Gafsa Oases Human Eden Tunisia/Andean Agriculture Peru?